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Abstract: In order to give SoftMan system a flexible real-time self-adaptive ability, a kind of extended ECA rule model namely
RSECAP is put forward. In this rule model, the new concepts, resource subject and SoftMan object, are introduced to depict the trigger
and effective object of the rule respectively, and also the post condition is introduced to express the state constraintafter the rule action
is executed. Based on the RSECAP model, SoftMan forward rule-based reasoning mechanism is established, and rule conflict problem
is discussed. The formal descriptions of rule conflict problem are defined from two different perspectives of action constraint and post-
condition constraint respectively, and the internal logical relation between these two ways of descriptions is proved. On the basis of
this relevance theory, a rule conflict detection method combining static rule with dynamic rule is given, and the conflictresolution is
realized with the help of dynamically constructing rule conflict resolution set and computing the post-condition constraint preference
value. The comparative evaluation with other typical methods showed that rule conflict detection and resolution based on the post-
condition constraint preference had higher success rate and accuracy with stable and reliable features.
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1 Introduction

SoftMan is a kind of software artificial life with
humanoid intelligence existing in computer network [1].
It is a virtual robot that has humanoid attributes,
humanoid functions, humanoid activities and humanoid
structure. The purpose of the research on SoftMan is to
provide a new and effective solution for the problems and
drawbacks existing in the computer network. The
research on SoftMan forward rule-based reasoning
mechanism is an important direction of SoftMan research
and a key technology influencing SoftMans humanoid
characteristics. The management mode of SoftMan
system driven by rule-based reasoning aims to give the
system a flexible real-time self-adaptive ability [2–7].
However, with the rapid development of computer
network and mobile devices, applications gradually
present features of computing environment diversity and
user requirement variety. The rules used for describing
the management policy in SoftMan system are
continually being increased in both quantity and

complexity. As a result, rule match conflict becomes more
and more conspicuous; rule conflict problem has got more
and more attention [8–13].

Currently, Researches on rule conflict problem mainly
focus on conflict detection, and have gotten certain
achievements. Jose M. Alcaraz Calero et al. put forward
OWL/SWRL model for detecting semantic conflicts
related with information systems [14]. Ibrahim Armac et
al. classify types of rule conflict of the eHome system and
provide models for conflict formation and detection [15].
Wang Ya-zhe et al. propose rule state concept and apply it
to analyze several categories of rule conflict, and use
resource semantic tree and state relativity to depict
conflict detecting algorithm [16]. Li Lin et al. use a
divide-and-conquer method and bit vector based on
ASBV, and present an algorithm named DBBV for
detecting filters conflicts [17]. Yu Hai-bo et al. propose a
formalization of RB-RBAC by description logic language
ALC, and represent conflict detection method based on
knowledge base consistency [18].
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However, researches on rule conflict resolution are
comparatively fewer. Weider D Yu et al. describe a
conflict prevention algorithm based on the ARSL
(Authorization Rule Specification Language) model, but
this algorithm does not resolve rule conflicts
completely [19]. Li Lin et al. analyze filter conflicts from
the perspective of computational geometry and present a
filter conflict resolving algorithm based on cutting
mapping, which has a too high time-complexity to suit for
real-time applications [20]. Jing Li et al. use multi-agent
technology to simulate the rule conflict problem in
self-organizing team, and proposed the Q-learning
algorithm to adjust agents behavior, but this approach is
not valid for large virtual teams [21]. Nowadays, open
source rule engines widely used based on ECA model, for
instance, ILOG JRules, Drools and QuickRules and so on,
give several universal conflict resolution algorithms
which mainly include SaA, PrA, FiA, LiA, CoA, SiA,
LoA, RaA [22–24]. However, from the point of practical
effect, those algorithms resolution logics are not perfect,
so the probability of correctly resolving conflict is not
idea [25].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
descriptions of rule reasoning model and rule conflict
problem are given in Section 2 and Section 3. The rule
conflict detection and resolution algorithms based on
post-constraint preference are put forward in Section 4
and Section 5. The experiments are conducted and a
detailed result analysis is present in Section 6. Finally, the
conclusions are summarized in Section 7.

2 Rule Reasoning Model of SoftMan System

SoftMan system is such hierarchical, multi-level,
coordinated, opening, loosely coupled, and distributed
large system, which is composed of fine-grained SoftMan
individual(SM), medium-grained SoftMan Community
(SMC, there is one and only one SMC residing in each
host node of the network), and coarse-grained SoftMan
Society(SMS).

SoftMans can be divided into four different types:
SoftMan for Management (SM.man), SoftMan for
Daemon (SM.dae), SoftMan for Messages (SM.msg),
SoftMan for Executing Function (SM.fun), SoftMan for
Migration (SM.mig). The architecture of SoftMan system
is presented by Figure 1.

The brief descriptions of them are presented as
follows:

(1) SM.mans are the top leaders for SMC nodes,
existing only one in each node, and their duties are
managing (e.g. creating, registering, revoking) all the
SMs in their communities as well as those just migrated
from other nodes, interacting with local SMs,
decision-making, and assigning tasks to SM.funs.

(2) SM.daes are embedded in the Linux system, and
work mainly on enable and coordinate the Service

Fig. 1: Architecture of SoftMan System

SoftMan such as manager SoftMan, Message SoftMan,
Migration SoftMan.

(3) SM.msgs, also only one in each SMC node, are
responsible for the message transmission among SoftMans
within the same SMC and between different SMCs.

(4) SM.funs are responsible for implementing the
certain tasks.

(5) SM.migs, also only one in each SMC node, are
responsible for the migration of SM.funs between
different SMCs.

Among these four types of SoftMans, SM.man is in
charge of the management logic among SoftMans, and
rule-based reasoning mechanism is adopted. In the
traditional Event-Condition-Action rule reasoning
process, when event and condition are satisfied, if there is
logic conflict among the actions which should be fired,
then it means that the rule conflict occurs, and the system
is put into a dilemma, because it cannot decide which
action should be invoked or invoked first. It is obvious
that the logical conflicts among rule actions are the key
point of rule conflict problem.

Therefore, in order to present SoftMan system state
constraint imposed by rule actions and make a predictive
depiction on the system state change information, we
introduce the new concept, Post-Condition, into
traditional ECA rule model; meanwhile, another new
concepts, resource subject and SoftMan object, are
introduced to depict the trigger and effective object of the
system reasoning rule, which implies the logical relations
between the two types of entities involved in the rule.
Thus the extended ECA Model named RSECAP is
established, whose formal definition is given as follows.
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Definition 1 The RSECAP rule can be defined as the
following sextuple:

RSECAP= (R,S,E,C,A,P), (1)

Resource Subject S is a group of resource sets formed
by context information of SoftMan system, and depicts the
triggers of rule, that isR= {R1,R2, ...,Rn}(n≥ 1).

SoftMan Object S is a group of SM.funs, and depicts
the effective objects of rule, that isS= {S1,S2, ...,Sn}(n≥
1).

Event E means the instant occurrence with a certain
meaning caused by the context-change or system actions,
which indicates the rule trigger condition.

Condition C is a Boolean function used to compute
logical relations of one or more determinant conditions,
which expresses the pre-condition constraints when the
rule is triggered, that is
C= {c1ωc2ω ...ωcn|ω ∈ {¬,∧,∨}}(n≥ 1).

The determinant condition is composed of one or
more atomic conditions. The logical relations among
above atomic conditions can be negation, disjunction or
conjunction.

Action A shows that operation set should be executed
after the rule is fired, that isA= {a1,a2...an}(n≥ 1).

Post-condition P is a Boolean function used to
compute logical relations of one or more determinant
conditions, which expresses post-condition constraints
after rule action is executed, that is
P= {p1ω p2ω ...ω pn|ω ∈ {¬,∧,∨}}(n≥ 1).

The post-condition P includes one or more atomic
conditions. The logical relations among above atomic
conditions can be negation, disjunction or conjunction.

3 Rule Conflict Problem in SoftMan System

With the ripid increase of reasoning rules in both quantity
and complexity, rule confilct problem in SoftMan System
become more and more severe. Therefore, a further
discussion on rule conflict problem from two different
perspectives of action constraint and post-condition
constraint is made in this section.

Firstly the definitions of action constraint and
post-condition constraint are given as follows.

Definition 2 Action Constraint Set is composed of a
group of rule action constraints, and presents a rule action
set which cannot be executed simultaneously in the
process of system operation, that is

Ca = {c1
a,c

2
a, ...,c

n
a}(n≥ 1) (2)

Any action constrainci
a ∈ Ca(1 ≤ i ≤ n) can be

expressed with logical calculation of one or more rule
actions, namelyci

a = ¬(ai
1 ∧ai

2∧ ...∧ai
m)(m≥ 1), which

indicates the behavior constraints among rule action set
ai

1,a
i
2...a

i
m .

Definition 3 Post-Condition Constraint Set is
constituted by a group of system post condition
constraints, namely

Cp = {c1
p,c

2
p, ...,c

n
p}(n≥ 1) (3)

Any post-condition constrainci
p ∈ Spc(1≤ i ≤ n) can

be expressed with logical calculation of one or more post
constraints, namelyci

p = ¬(pi
1 ∧ pi

2 ∧ ... ∧ pi
m)(m ≥ 1),

which indicates the state constraints among
post-condition setpi

1, p
i
2...p

i
m .

Base on the Definition 2 and 3, the rule conflict
problem can be described from two different perspectives.

Given a ruler, a rule setSr , action constraintCa, and
post-condition constraintCp, then rule conflict can be
described as follows:

(1) From the perspective of action constraint, if r
satisfiesCa’s constraint, there is no conflict betweenr and
Sr , which is denoted byrκCa; if r does not satisfyCa’s
constraint, there exists conflict betweenr andSr , which is
denoted byrκCa.

(2) From the perspective of post-condition constraint,
rule conflict can also be described as follows: Given a rule
r, a rule setSr , and a post-condition constraintCp, if r
satisfiesCp’s constraint, there is no conflict betweenr and
Sr , which is denoted byrκCp; if r does not satisfyCp’s
constraint, there exists conflict betweenr andSr , which is
denoted by rκCp. As for any action constraint
ca = ¬(a1∧a2∧ ...∧am)(m≥ 1) within action constraint
set Ca , if there exists a post-condition constraint
equivalent to the action constraintca in post-condition
constraint setCp to make eachai in Ca have a
correspondingpi in Cp, Ca is equivalent toCp in the
description of rule conflict, which is denoted byCa ↔Cp.
Post-condition pi is the predictive description of the
system state change information after rule actionai is
executed.

In fact, the two kinds of rule conflict descriptions
between the action constraint perspective and
post-condition constraint perspective are closely related,
and the relevance theory can be proved by Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 The rule conflict set described by rule
constraint is the subset of rule conflict set described
through its equivalent post-condition constraint.

Proof:ca is given as an action constraint,Sa is the rule
conflict set detected byca, cp is a post-condition
constraint, andSp is the rule conflict set detected bycp.
From the known condition, we can obtain the expression
SaκCa andSpκCp.

Consider the action constraintca and the
post-condition constraintcp for the same rule constraint
such that

Ca ↔Cp

. To prove the above theorem, we only need to show that,
for any rule setSa, if SaκCa is satisfied, there must exist a
post-condition setSp to satisfySpκCp.

∵ SaκCa ⇒∃ a1,a2...an ∈ Sa
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| {a1,a2, ...,an}κCa
and SaκCa |Ca ↔Cp ⇒

Sa = {pi | ∀ai ∈ Sa,ai 7→ pi}
∴ {p1, p2, ..., pn}κCp ⇒ SpκCp
Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved.
The following Deduction 1 is deduced by an extension

of Theorem 1.
Deduction 1 All rule conflicts detected by action

constraints can be detected through equivalent
post-condition constraints.

4 Rule Conflict Detection Method

According to Deduction 1, the complementary method of
static and dynamic conflict detection, as well as conflict
resolution algorithm, is proposed from the point of post-
condition constraint mechanism of RSECAP rule.

Rule conflict detection in SoftMan system can be
distributed into two stages. In the first stage, the
comparison between the activated rule set and the rule
which will be activated from the point of rule event and
rule post-condition is made to find the conflict relation
among them, which is described as static conflict
detection. The rule conflicts detected by static detection
are mainly caused by the business logical confusion made
by system users, so that the manual processing is needed.
In the second stage, the comparison of post-condition
constraint among the fired rule set is made to check out
the system state constraint, which is called dynamic
conflict detection. It is worth mentioning that the dynamic
conflict detection is sufficient to detect all rule conflicts,
because all the system state information can be obtained
during the real-time system operation process.

The detailed description of rule conflict detection
method is given as follows:Cp is given as post-condition
constraint set,Sr is rule set,Sc is rule conflict set.r is
given as a rule, thenr.id expresses the identity ofr, r.e
expresses the event ofr, r.c expresses the condition ofr,
r.p expresses the post-condition ofr. Functionmatch is
used to compute the match degree among rules, function
hasConflictis used to detect the state constraint conflict
among post-condition constraints.

(1) Static conflict detection method
In: Sr , Cp
Out: Sc
Begin

For eachr in Sr
S={}
Sc ={}
For each i in Sr
If ((i <> r) and match(i.e, r.e)

and match(i.c, r.c))
S= S

⋃

i.p
Sc = Sc

⋃

i.id
End if

End for

S= S
⋃

r.p
If hasConflict(S

⋃

Cp) then
ReturnSc

Else
Return

End if
End For

End
(2) Dynamic conflict detection method
In: Sr , Cp,
Out: True/False
Begin

For eachr in Sr
S= S

⋃

r.p
End for
If hasConflict(S

⋃

Cp) then
Return True

Else
Return False

End if
End

5 Rule Conflict resolution Method Based on
Post-Constraint Preference

On the basis of Theorem 1, the description of rule conflict
problem is transferred from the perspective of action
constraint to post-condition constraint, which enhances its
logical expression ability. Therefore, rule conflict
resolution should start from rules with post-condition, and
then the resolution rule can be created dynamically;
Vague Set theory [26, 27]is introduced simultaneously to
measure the preference values from resolution set to
conflict rules; finally, the conflict resolution method based
on post-constraint preference is proposed.

5.1 Rule Conflict under Vague Set Theory

The formal definitions of conflict resolution rule and
conflict resolution set are presented as follows.

Definition 4 Conflict Resolution Rule can be defined
as the following two-tuples:rc =< o, p >, in which o is
the SoftMan object of ruler, andp is the post condition of
rule r.

Definition 5 Conflict Resolution Set is composed of a
group of conflict resolution rules which are correspondent
with the post-condition rules in rule conflict set, and can
be defined as follows: LetS be the conflict rule set
S = {S1,S2, ...,Sm}, A be the conflict rule action set
corresponding toS, A = {A1,A2, ...,Am}, then according
to Definition 4, the conflict resolution setR created
dynamically based on conflict rule setS is expressed as
R= {R1,R2, ...,Rm}(n≤ m).

The preference value is introduced to measure the
uncertainty relationship between the conflict resolution
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set R and the conflict rule action setA, and can be
described as two different aspects of support and
opposition. Therefore, in order to give a more
comprehensive expression of preference value, Vague Set
is used to represent the support and opposition evidences.

Therefore, the rule conflict problem under Vague Set
theory is described as follows: The characteristic of target
action Ai under conflict resolution ruleRj is A j =
{(R1, [ti1,1− fi1]),(R2, [ti2,1− fi2]), ...,(Rn, [tin,1− fin])}.
ti j expresses the value conflict ruleSi preferred by
resolution ruleRj , named preference value fromRj to Si ;
fi j expresses the value conflict ruleSi unpreferred by
resolution ruleRj , named unpreference value fromRj to
Si , and 0≤ ti j + fi j ≤ 1,1≤ i ≤ m,1≤ j ≤ n. In order to
simplify the expression, let 1− fi j = t∗i j , then Ai =

{(R1, [ti1,1 − t∗i1]),(R2, [ti2,1 − t∗i2]), ...,(Rn, [tin,1 − t∗in)},
and the preference value from conflict resolution setR to
target action setA can be expressed by matrixPF,

PF =







[t11, t∗11] [t12, t∗12] ... [t1n, t∗1n]
[t21, t∗21] [t22, t∗22] ... [t2n, t∗2n]

... ... ... ...

[tm1, t∗m1] [tm2, t∗m2] ... [tmn, t∗mn]






.

The operation of preference value can be completed
by giving the preference relationship measurement method
from conflict resolution ruleRj to conflict ruleSi only.

5.2 Preference Measurement from Resolution
Rule to Conflict Rule

According to Definition 1, post-conditionP is the
constraint imposed on objectO, thus the constraint facts
F described byP are subordinate to objectO, andP is
considered as the aspect constraint ofO. Therefore, the
preference relationship between conflict resolution rule
Rj and conflict ruleSi should be measured from the
constraint fact setF, and the detailed computing process
is given as follows:

(1) Create the constraint fact setF related to conflict
rule setS

Let Fi as the constraint fact set related to conflict rule
Si within S, Fi = { f s

i |1 ≤ s≤ mi} , andmi is the number
of constraint facts withinfi , then the constraint fact setF
related toScan be expressed asF = F1∪F2∪ ...∪Fm, and

|F | ≤
i≤m
∑

i=1
mi .

(2) Create the constraint fact setG related to conflict
resolution setR Let G j as the constraint fact set related
to resolution ruleRj within R, G j = {gt

j |1≤ t ≤ n j}, and
n j is the number of constraint facts withinG j , then the
constraint fact setG related toR can be expressed asG=

G1∪G2∪ ...∪Gn, and|G| ≤
j≤n
∑
j=1

n j .

(3) Consistency measurement of the constraint for the
same fact withinRj andSi

Let Hi j as the union of constraint fact setFi andG j ,
Hi j = {hu

i j |0 ≤ u ≤ ui j }, and ui j is the number of the

constraint facts withinHi j , and 0≤ ui j ≤ MIN(mi ,n j).
Cst(Rj , hu

i j ) is the condition constraint related to
constraint facthu

i j within resolution ruleRj , and Cst(Si ,
hu

i j ) is the condition constraint related to constraint facthu
i j

within resolution ruleSi .
Function Cpt: Cst(Rj , hu

i j ) × Cst(Si , hu
i j )→[0,1]

hu
i j ∈ Hi j is defined to measure the constraint imposed by

resolution ruleRj and conflict ruleSi on facthu
i j ; Function

UnCptCst(Rj , hu
i j ) × Cst(Si , hu

i j )→[0,1] hu
i j ∈ Hi j is

defined to measure the constraint inconsistency imposed
by resolution ruleRj and conflict ruleSi on facthu

i j .
(4) Computing the preference valueti j and

unpreference valuefi j from conflict resolution ruleRj to
conflict rule

ti j =
ui j
n j

u≤ui j

∑
u=1

Cpt(Cst(Rj ,hu
i j ),Cst(Si ,hu

i j ))

fi j =
ui j
n j

u≤ui j

∑
u=1

UnCpt(Cst(Rj ,hu
i j ),Cst(Si ,hu

i j )).

5.3 Conflict Resolution Algorithm Based on
Post-constraint Preference

Let S as rule conflict resolution,R as the resolution set
corresponding toS, A as the rule action set, and function
getPreferenceis used to compute the preference value
from rule resolution set to conflict rule. Letr as a rule,
thenr.o is the object ofr, andr.p is the post-condition of
r. The conflict resolution algorithm based on
post-constraint preference(PCA) is given as follows:

In: S
Out: A
Begin

R=
For eachr in S

If r.p<> null then
R= R

⋃

< r.o, r.p
End If

End for
A= {}

n= 0
For eachr in S

t[0][n] = getPre f erence(R, r)
t[1][n] = r
n= n+1

End for
Sorting(t)
For(m= 0;m< n;m++)
A= A

⋃

t[1][m]

End For
Return A

End
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6 Experiment

The comparative experiment between conflict resolution
algorithm based on post-constraint preference and several
frequently used algorithms is conducted in this section.

The success rate and accuracy rate are used in our
experiment to measure the effectiveness and stability of
conflict resolution algorithms. The success rate refers to
the probability of conflict rule’s priority order can be
successfully given when rule conflict happens. The
accuracy rate refers to the consistent probability between
the actual business logic and the rule executed logic given
by conflict resolution algorithm.

Among the several resolution algorithms mentioned
in section one, ARSL algorithm is onlya predictive
method for rule conflict which cannot complete the
conflict resolution, so it is not included in this experiment.
ARSL algorithm is not suitable for on-line real-time
management applications owning to its high time
complexity, so it is also excluded. Salience algorithm is
considered as input sensitive type algorithm, the priority
of rules is set artificially, and thus it is excluded because
of the low stability. Recency Algorithm and Primacy
Algorithm, Fifo Algorithm and Lifo algorithm,
Complexity Algorithm and Simplicity Algorithm are
similar to each other in structural mechanism, so it is
enough to choose one algorithm among them for this
experiment. Therefore, we finally choose the following
six typical algorithms to make conflict resolution test,
which are respectively Recency Algorithm (ReA), Fifo
Algorithm (FiA), Complexity Algorithm (CoA),
LoadOrder Algorithm (LoA), Random Algorithm (RaA),
and Post-constraint Preference Algorithm (PCA). All of
the above algorithms are realized with C Language, and
then they are integrated into SoftMan system.

Based on SoftMan platform, about one thousand
RSECAP rules from system rule base are chosen and
activated in this experiment, and then the RSECAP rules
are matched constantly driven by the changing of context
(computing context and user context) to detect rule
conflicts generated in this process. The above algorithms
are applied to make conflict resolutions, and then its
success rate and accuracy rate are obtained. The
experiment is composed of two test scenarios.

(1) With the real-time changing of computing context
in the process of system operation, the 50 times of rule
conflicts generated in this process are monitored, and the
treatment situations are reported respectively.

(2) With the alteration of user requirements, the 50
times of rule conflicts generated in the process of user
context changing are monitored, and the treatment
situations are reported respectively.

The results of comparative experiment are presented
by Figure 2 and Figure 3. The average success rate of
ReA, FiA, CoA, LoA, RaA and PCA is 0.88, 0.95, 0.85,
0.98, 0.96 and 0.95 respectively, whose variance is
0.00033, 0.0017, 0.00083, 0.0015, 0.0019 and 0.00012
respectively; the average accuracy rate of algorithms is

0.82, 0.68, 0.75, 0.71, 0.77 and 0.94 respectively, whose
variance is 0.00033, 0.00045, 0.00036, 0.00037, 0.00036
and 0.00011 respectively. Form the result we may say that
FiA algorithm, LoA algorithm, RaA algorithm, and PCA
algorithm have higher success rate. ReA algorithm and
PCA algorithm have higher accuracy rate and lower
variance, which indicates that they have a good stability.

Fig. 2: Success Rate of Conflict Resolution

Fig. 3: Accuracy Rate of Conflict Resolution

The evaluation value of conflict resolution algorithm
is defined as the product of success rate and accuracy rate,
and the average of variance is arithmetic mean of the
success rate variance and accuracy variance. The
evaluation value rate of ReA, FiA, CoA, LoA, RaA and
PCA is 0.72, 0.65, 0.64, 0.70, 0.74 and 0.89 respectively,
whose average of variance is 0.00033, 0.001075, 0.00060,
0.00094, 0.00113 and 0.00012 respectively.

It is evident that the comprehensive evaluation value
of conflict resolution algorithm based on post-constraint
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has been promoted by 10∼ 20 percentage compared with
other algorithms, which is considered as the most perfect
one. And the lowest variance of test result shows the well
computational stability of algorithm based on
post-constraint.

7 Conclusion

The concepts of resource subject and SoftMan object are
introduced to traditional ECA rule model to present the
triggers and effective objects involved in the rule;
meanwhile, the concept of post-condition is introduced to
realize system state constraint after the rule action is
executed, then an extended ECA rule model called
RSECAP which is suitable for establishing reasoning
mechanism of SoftMan System is put forward. On the
basis of the RSECAP model, the description of rule
conflict problem is given from two different perspectives
of action constraint and post-condition constraint
respectively; and then the internal logical relation
between these two ways of descriptions is proved. On the
basis of above work, the conflict detection and resolution
method is realized with the help of dynamically
computing the post-condition constraint preference value.
Finally, the compared experiment shows that this method
can realize rapid detection and effective resolution of the
rule conflict by just adding post-constraint mechanism,
which has better algorithm stability and is suitable for
most of the rule-based systems.
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